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SUMMARY

Recent studies reveal the occasional impact of single
neurons on surround firing statistics and even simple
behaviors. Exploiting the advantages of a simple cor-
tex, we examined the influence of single pyramidal
neurons on surrounding cortical circuits. Brief activa-
tion of single neurons triggered reliable sequences of
firing in tens of other excitatory and inhibitory cortical
neurons, reflecting cascading activity through local
networks, as indicated by delayed yet precisely
timed polysynaptic subthreshold potentials. The
evoked patterns were specific to the pyramidal cell
of origin, extended over hundreds of micrometers
from their source, and unfolded over up to 200 ms.
Simultaneous activation of pyramidal cell pairs
indicated balanced control of population activity,
preventing paroxysmal amplification. Single cortical
pyramidal neurons can thus trigger reliable post-
synaptic activity that can propagate in a reliable
fashion through cortex, generating rapidly evolving
and non-random firing sequences reminiscent of
those observed in mammalian hippocampus during
‘‘replay’’ and in avian song circuits.

INTRODUCTION

The cerebral cortex is an ancient pallial structure that evolved in

ancestral amniotes some 320 million years ago (Puelles et al.,

2017; Tosches et al., 2018), before the split between the saurop-

sids (‘‘reptilian’’ lineage, including birds and non-avian reptiles)

and the synapsids, the amniote ancestors of mammals. Ances-

tral cortex had three layers, as do the cortices of extant non-

avian reptiles and the hippocampus and piriform cortex of mam-

mals (Striedter, 1997). In birds, a reorganization of the pallium led

to a loss of the ancestral layered architecture of cortex (Jarvis

et al., 2005), and the precise matching of avian pallial to non-

avian cortical territories is not entirely resolved. In the mamma-

lian lineage, an ancestral anterior dorsal cortex located between

hippocampus and piriform cortex, evolved into the six-layered
neocortex (Montiel et al., 2016; Naumann et al., 2015; Tosches

et al., 2018). The cortices of today’s living reptiles and mammals

thus all originate from a common primordial cortex, suggesting

that they may retain traces of this common ancestry in their

structure, connectivity, and function.

Trusting that the identification of functional principles benefit

from the study of many appropriately chosen model systems

(Fournier et al., 2015; Hemberger et al., 2016), we examine circuit

dynamics in the reptilian brain, exploiting its evolutionary links to

that of other amniotes, its simplicity, and its resistance to hypox-

ia (Connors and Kriegstein, 1986; Kriegstein andConnors, 1986).

We took advantage of the three-layered reptilian cortex to sam-

ple action potentials from hundreds of neurons at once in intact

cortical explants (Shein-Idelson et al., 2017). Excitatory glutama-

tergic pyramidal neurons (PNs) are packed in the only cellular

layer (L2). Layers L1 and L3 contain GABAergic interneurons

and neuropil. While examining intra-cortical connectivity, an

observation led us to explore the effects of minimal activation

of single pyramidal cells. This approach has been used before

in mammals (Brecht et al., 2004; Houweling and Brecht, 2008;

Li et al., 2009; London et al., 2010) and established that minimal

manipulation of single cortical pyramidal cells can have detect-

able effects on other neurons and even behavior. Extending

these results, we show that single cortical PNs can trigger,

with only one to three spikes, distributed patterns of firing that

cascade across neurons, space, and time in the form of reliable

firing sequences. These sequences share striking similarities

with those produced during replay events in mammalian hippo-

campus (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Ná-

dasdy et al., 1999) and in song-generating circuits in zebrafinch

high vocal center (HVC; Hahnloser et al., 2002; Long et al., 2010).

They also resemble hypothesized phenomena (‘‘synfire’’ chains,

polychronous groups) (Abeles, 1982, 1991; Bienenstock, 1995;

Izhikevich, 2006) for which experimental evidence is inconclu-

sive (Abeles et al., 1993; Oram et al., 1999; Prut et al., 1998).

Our results provide direct evidence for chained synaptic activa-

tion in a cortical structure.

RESULTS

We used ex vivo slabs of turtle dorsal cortex, a three-layered

visual cortex transcriptomically related to neocortex (Tosches

et al., 2018), patch-clamp and micro-electrode array (MEA)
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recordings (Figure 1A), and optogenetics (STAR Methods) to

examine multi-scale cortical connectivity. From MEA experi-

ments, we sorted hundreds of extracellular units, classified as

excitatory (E) or inhibitory (I), using their spike-induced fields

(SIFs) or pairwise correlations (Shein-Idelson et al., 2017). We re-

corded from both PNs and interneurons, but the majority of

MEA-recorded units were interneurons. This bias is due to the

physical proximity of interneurons to theMEAsurface (Figure 1A).

Among the �25,000 neurons/mm2, only �7% are interneurons

(C.M. M€uller, personal communication). Given this sampling

bias, we probably detected <1% of the PNs but up to 30% of

the interneurons in the sampled volume.

Minimal Stimulation of Single Pyramidal Neurons
Generates Reliable Sequences
Baseline firing rates in turtle cortex in vivo are 0.03 [0.02, 0.09]

spk/s (median [25th, 75th percentile]; n = 1,704 units, 4 animals)

(Fournier et al., 2018). Baseline rates in the slab were 0.01 spk/

s (E: [0, 0.05] n = 100; I: [0, 0.04] n = 827; 3 experiments) and

irregular but occasionally interrupted by brief bursts of activity

(Figure 1B); here, the PN underwent a ‘‘spontaneous’’ depolari-

zation, coincident with the activation of MEA recorded neurons.

These events occurred infrequently, providing a clean and stable

baseline to examine the effects of activating a single PN by cur-

rent injection. This manipulation triggered activity in many other

neurons in the slab (Figure 1C) (>80% of experiments). We thus

examined the influence of single PNs on their surround.

Typically, one PN was depolarized just above threshold by

current injection (Figure 1C). Note here that the current-induced

PN spike train was interrupted by a compound inhibitory post-

synaptic potential (IPSP) after only two action potentials (Fig-

ure 1C, membrane potential [Vm], inset), implying feedback in-

hibition. In Figure 1C, we show 45 I and 13 E units among the

>270 sorted (STAR Methods). They all produced at least one

action potential (AP) during the illustrated epoch. Population

firing rate increased immediately upon firing of the patched

PN (Figure 1C). Six of the I-units shown were reciprocally con-

nected to the patched PN, as revealed by time-locked IPSPs

(e.g., stippled lines, Figure 1C), spike-triggered averaging of

the intracellular membrane current (Im) using spontaneous

APs from the interneurons, or both (Figure 1D). Hence, 1 or 2

APs produced by a single PN can (1) activate many other

cortical neurons and (2) cause inhibitory feedback strong

enough to interrupt spiking in that PN. We found no evidence

of electrical or dye coupling between PNs from electrophysio-

logical and intracellular-labeling experiments with hundreds

of patched neurons. We therefore attribute the effects illus-

trated in Figure 1C to the sole influence of the recorded and

depolarized PN.

From this experiment, we selected 14 MEA-recorded units

(Figure 1E) based on the reliability of their response to the

patched PN (STAR Methods; Figures S1A–S1F). We called a

neuron’s response to PN activation reliable when that neuron’s

firing rate (FR) exceeded baseline FR by 1 SD during a time win-

dow (2 s for long pulses and 160 ms for short pulses) (see STAR

Methods; Figures S1E and S1F). We refer to these reliably acti-

vated units as ‘‘followers.’’ The spikes of the followers spread

over many tens of milliseconds from PN firing time onset (Fig-
354 Neuron 104, 353–369, October 23, 2019
ure 1E, top). However, after trial averaging (locked to the first

evoked AP of the patched PN), the response-onset time of

each follower proved to be very reliable. We thus rank-ordered

the neurons according to those onset times (Figure 1F) and retro-

spectively applied this rank ordering to all trials (Figure 1E, bot-

tom). Figure 1G shows the first spikes of each unit ordered as

in Figure 1F over 10 trials, illustrating the sequential activation

and inter-trial variability (see also Figure S1H). Although the

rank of each follower varied slightly from trial to trial, some fol-

lowers (especially those responding early) fired reliably in distinct

and narrow time windows (discrete distributions of spike times,

Figure 1H).

Given the effectiveness of two APs from one PN in generating

observable effects in other neurons, we shortened the current

pulses to 20–50 ms. These experiments were repeated with 40

randomly selected L2 PNs, patched in 22 cortical slabs. Fol-

lowers were detected in 80% of these experiments.

Activation Sequences Evoked by Single Pyramidal
Neurons Last up to 200 ms
The number of followers varied between 1 and 33 (see also Fig-

ure S2A). A single PN AP was often enough to trigger a

sequence, but the number of followers increased with the num-

ber of PN APs (e.g., Figures 2A, 2B, and S2C–S2G). In each

experiment, we sampled only a small fraction (300–1,000) of

the �25,000 neurons overlaying the MEA. Hence, the true

numbers of followers likely exceed our measurements by several

fold for interneurons (because interneuron sampling was dense

[see above]) but possibly 100-fold for PNs (because we sampled

<1% of them). Note also that our selection criteria for follower-

neuron identification (STAR Methods) were based on firing-

rate-increase reliability. Hence, other MEA-recorded units may

have been affected by the PN, but were not included because

below our acceptance threshold. Our results thus underestimate

true activation.

Figures 2A–2D illustrate some features of follower activity: (1)

activation is sequential (Figures 2A–2D); (2) recruitment in-

creases with PN AP number (Figures 2A, 2B, and S2C–S2G;

r = 0.99, p = 0.005, n = 34); (3) activation onset can be sharp,

even after long delays (Figure 2D); and (4) evoked activity tends

to be more prolonged in late- than in early-activated followers

(Figures 2C, 2D, S2D, and S2E; correlation between median first

spike time and half-width at half-height of the post-stimulus time

histogram (PSTH): r = 0.56, p < 10�21, n = 245). Figures 2E and 2F

shows the spike-onset distributions of 16 and 33 identified fol-

lowers from two experiments. More I- than E-units were found,

but both types fired at any time along the sequence (Figures

2E and 2F). The reproducibility of sequential activation (e.g., Fig-

ures 1F–1H and 2D–2F) was confirmed using an entropy-based

measure (Figure 2G). We calculated the normalized entropy for

the identity of the nth AP (rank) in all trials (Figure 2G, black)

and compared it to that in shuffled sequences (Figure 2G, red).

Of 34 PNs that had followers, 17 showed reproducible spike se-

quences that were significant for orders spanning 2 to 16 fol-

lowers (STAR Methods). For experiments with R10 followers

(n = 9), spike ranks above 7 became indistinguishable from se-

quences produced by chance (Figure 2H). To illustrate the range

of observed activation delays, we combined the responses of



Figure 1. Single Pyramidal Neurons Generate Reliable Sequential Activity

(A) Scheme of recording configuration. E, excitatory neuron; I, interneuron; MEA, microelectrode array; L1–L3, layers 1–3.

(B) Spontaneous activity recordedwith intra- (Vm) and extra-cellular (MEA) methods. 17 units fired at least one AP during this epoch. Vm,membrane potential. See

also Figure S1G.

(C) Activation of one PN (Vm) by current injection (Im) activates other neurons. Vm calibration as in (B). Inset: overlay of 10 successive trials showing IPSPs; trials (tr)

1–3 are in blue. Note augmentation of hyperpolarization over early trials. Calibrations: 5 mV, 20 ms. Vertical stippled lines denote linked interneuron and IPSPs

(see D). pyr. n., pyramidal neurons. Bottom: population PSTH.

(D) Single (gray) and averaged (blue) Im of the PN in (C) in voltage-clampmode, triggered on spontaneous APs of topmost I unit in (C). Vhold =�50 mV; arrow, time

of AP trigger. Calibrations: 10 pA, 10 ms.

(E) Followers (see text) are activated in sequence. Top: single-trial spike raster of followers in (C). 12 of 14 followers active during this trial. Blue tick marks

represent PN APs. Followers: first-spikes are in black, and the others are in gray. Bottom: raster after rank ordering by first-spike time. See also Figures S1A–S1F.

(F) Normalized PSTH of patched PNs (top, blue; trigger on first PN AP) and followers (bottom). Follower PSTHs color-coded by AP probability per time bin and

ordered by median first-AP time.

(G) Successive trials of first-AP raster, ordered as in (F). Median number of active followers per trial, 12. See Figure S1H for rasters with all APs.

(H) Top: first-AP rasters of four followers (four colors) over 36 trials. Bottom: first-spike PSTH of these followers (smoothed with 6-ms sliding average). Foll. 1 (red),

pAP = 0.9 at 4 ms [4, 6] (median first spike time, [25th, 75th percentile]); Foll. 2 (blue), pAP = 0.97 at 20 ms [18, 24]; Foll. 3 (green), pAP = 1 at 34 ms [24, 44]; Foll. 3,

divided into early and late spike windows, pAP < 35ms = 0.5 at 24 ms [24, 30] and pAP >35 ms = 0.5 at 44 [42, 49]; Foll. 4 (black), pAP = 0.63 at 28 ms [26, 31]. The

probability and timing of the second intracellular AP was psecond AP = 0.97 at 16 ms [14, 18].
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Figure 2. Activation Sequences Evoked by Single PNs Last up to 200 ms

(A) Follower sequence evoked by one AP in a patched PN (same as in Figures 1C–1H). Short direct current (DC) pulse (400 pA, 30 ms) evokes a single AP in a PN

(middle). Bottom: follower-spike rasters from trials 1 and 2 (n = 6 followers). Same rank ordering of followers in trials 1 and 2. E-sorted units, magenta; I-sorted

units, black.

(B) Two PN APs lead to increased follower recruitment. Same PN as in (A) but with longer current pulse (50 ms); 12 followers, one trial. See also Figures S2C–S2G.

Calibration as in (A).

(C) Same experiment as in (B) but with a different PN. Seventeen followers were activated in this trial (33 in total for this PN). Calibration as in (A).

(D) Same experiment as in (B) and (C) butwith a different PN and follower responses shown as PSTHover 26 trials (10-ms bins). All traces aligned to time of first PN

AP. Gray bar marks the window between the first and second PN spike. Note the sharp averaged onset of even the latest-activated follower and longer activation

of late-activated followers. Vm calibration as in (A).

(E) Reliable sequential follower activation outlasts current-induced spike doublets in PN. Top: normalized PSTH of patched PN APs (40 pulses, same PN as in B).

Median time of PN’s second AP: 18ms. Bottom: followers ordered according tomedian time of first-AP across all trials. First-spike times for all trials are plotted in

gray for each follower. Followers first-spike times are connected by line if the next-in-order follower is active during that trial. Circles, error bars: median first-spike

time, 25th and 75th percentile. Circle size: reliability. Magenta: presumed E (from spike induced field).

(F) Same as (E) for the experiment in (C). Median time of PN’s second AP, 14 ms.

(G) Top: normalized entropy of sequence for the experiment in (A) and (E). Bottom: normalized entropy of sequence for the experiment in (C) and (F). Black, data;

red, average of 100 shuffled sequences.

(H) Average normalized entropy of n = 9 experiments with R10 followers (see STAR Methods).

(I) Follower sequences last up to 200 ms. Top: normalized PSTH of 34 patched PNs. Bottom: median and 25th and 75th percentile of first-AP time of the 285

followers activated by the 34 PNs, for pulse number 7 of a pseudo-randompulse protocol (see STARMethods). Followers are ordered by rank, independent of the

experiment in which they were recorded.
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Figure 3. Intracellular Recordings Reveal Reliable Polysynaptic Transfer

(A) Connectivity matrix of six simultaneously recorded PNs. Bicolor squares represent a combination of monosynaptic and polysynaptic excitation. See also

Figures S3A–S3D.

(B) Test of output connectivity of PN3 (third column in A). PN3 activated by DC pulse; Vm traces of five other PNs aligned to first AP of PN3 and averaged over 20

trials. PN3made at least four connections onto other PNs (1, 2, 4, and 6), three of which (1, 2, and 4) were indirect and inhibitory. Vertical calibration of 1mV applies

to subthreshold Vm of PN1–PN2 and PN4–PN6.

(C) EPSP amplitude distribution is heavy tailed. EPSP amplitude histogrampooled across direct EPSPs onto excitatory (n = 77) and inhibitory (n = 64) postsynaptic

targets.

(D) Spike transfer between PNs. Suprathreshold current pulses of variable duration (Im) applied to PreE alone (top). Note consistent EPSP in PostE, reaching AP

threshold in four of eight pulses. Mean unitary PostE-EPSP amplitude: 6 ± 1 mV (n = 24 trials). Note the slow EPSP decay time. Calibration: vertical, 40 mV;

horizontal, 200 ms.

(legend continued on next page)
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285 followers recorded over 34 experiments (Figure 2I), rank-or-

dered by response onset and aligned to the time of the first

current-evoked AP in their respective patched PN. Follower-

response onsets spread over 190 ms, with most onset times

after the last current-evoked PN spike time (median = 26 ms,

SD = 9 ms).

We used a measure based on pairwise rank correlations

(STARMethods) to quantify the similarity of rank ordering across

trials of each follower relative to all other followers (Figures S2H–

S2K). Sequence reliability far exceeded that for shuffled se-

quences and remained high throughout a sequence. Restricting

this analysis to nearest neighbor (NN) segments of a sequence

revealed that (1) reliability decays over time (neurons that fire

early have a more consistent rank than ones that fire late) and

(2) temporal decay of reliability is stronger for small than large

NNs, indicating that global ordering is more stable than fine

ordering.

Intracellular Recordings Reveal Reliable
Polysynaptic Paths
Local Connectivity

Our results suggest that excitatory synaptic coupling must be

reliable and dense enough to trigger chained activation of

cortical neurons. To estimate direct and indirect connection

probabilities, we carried out simultaneous, visually guided

patch-clamp recordings from multiple neurons in 3 3 4-mm

slabs. We patched over 400 neurons in simultaneous sets of

2–8, with inter-cell distances of 136 ± 110mm (mean ± SD),

ranging from 6 to 722 mm, and tested 913 possiblemonosynaptic

connections (Figure 3). Resting potentials were �65 ± 8 mV

(E, n = 128) and �63 ± 9 mV (I, n = 43), and firing thresholds

were �37 ± 8 mV (E) and �37 ± 10 mV (I). Probabilities of direct

connection (STAR Methods) were E-E: 77/595, pEE = 0.13

[0.10, 0.16]; E-I, 64/140, pEI = 0.46 [0.38, 0.54]; I-E: 69/140,

pIE = 0.49 [0.41, 0.57]; and I-I: 10/38, pII = 0.26 [0.12, 0.40] (Fig-

ure S3A; [x, y]: 95% confidence interval estimated from a bino-

mial distribution). I-E connection probability, measured sepa-

rately between MEA-recorded interneurons (L3) and patched

PNs, was pIE = 0.4 [0.2, 0.6] locally (Figures S3B and S3C).

Assuming independence, these numbers suggest a probability

of indirect inhibitory connectivity between any two PNs of �0.2

(pEI 3 pIE). The measured rate of indirect inhibition between

PNs was 0.37 [0.33, 0.42] (146/391 pairs), suggesting that reli-

able connection paths exist in addition to the shortest ones.

Spatial Distribution of PN-PN Connectivity

Most of the direct E-E pairs were foundwithin a radius of 250 mm.

Although PN axons extend very widely, often well beyond 1 mm
(E) Spike transfer between PN and interneuron. Same as (D) but with postsynapt

(F) Same pair as in (E), showing APs only (responses to pulse 1 of 5, as in E, ove

(G) Direct evidence for polysynaptic potentials. Top to bottom: PreE Vm (PN3 in

precisely timed (peak p = 0.5 per 0.5-ms bin) EPSP onsets at 1.5 ± 0.5 ms (mon

(H) Same as (G) but for pair PreE4-PostE3 in (A). EPSP onsets: 1.4 ± 0.3 ms (monos

PreE to one PostE (mono- and polysynaptic) and one PostI (monosynaptic), see F

(I) Illustrative examples. Top: representative presynaptic AP, to indicate time trigge

delay to first EPSP. Calibration: 40 mV for AP, 4 mV for EPSPs. i–viii, E-E pairs; i

(J) EPSP-onset time distributions for data in I (i–ix). See Figures S3H for cumulative

to 8-ms period.
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from the soma, we found only one distant connected pair, with a

soma separation of 580 mm, reflecting PNs’ declining axon

collateral density with distance. By contrast, the probability of in-

direct inhibitory connections between PNs was low for neigh-

boring PNs and grew to �300 mm (Figure S3D), suggesting a

‘‘Mexican hat’’ profile of average local interactivity (E and I) be-

tween PNs (Couey et al., 2013). Note that our estimates of

connection probability are more reliable within a radius of

350 mm, due to denser sampling of pairs within that radius.

Direct and Indirect Evidence for Polysynaptic

Connectivity

Polysynaptic interactions are extremely common in this cortex.

In the PN sextuplet in Figures 3A and 3B (the six PNs were

patched randomly), each neuron influenced (mostly indirectly)

at least one and sometimes all the others. PN3, for example (de-

polarized by current pulse injection; Figures 3B and 3G), pro-

vided direct monosynaptic excitation to PN6 and inhibited indi-

rectly PN1, PN2, and PN4. Among 200 neurons recorded in

sets of more than four neurons, 192 (96%) had at least one

detectable mono- or poly-synaptic (pre-, post-, or both) partner

in the set. Because each set was small and selected randomly

among 25,000 neurons/mm2, local connectivity must be high

and include connections reliable enough to ensure polysynaptic

transfer. Consistent with this, the amplitude distribution of

monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) onto

PNs and interneurons was heavy tailed (Figure 3C; bias-cor-

rected skewness = 5.3); some excitatory connections were

indeed strong enough to fire postsynaptic targets (E or I) with sin-

gle or pairs of presynaptic action potentials (Figure 3D for E-E;

Figures 3E and 3F for E-I). Threshold crossing was probably

aided by depolarizing voltage-dependent nonlinearities acti-

vated by EPSPs. Because sequences (as in Figure 2) could be

initiated from the great majority of randomly selected PNs, we

conclude that most PNs must contain, among their thousands

of output synapses, at least a subset of strong ones.

Evidence for Reliable, Delayed, Unitary Excitatory

Synaptic Potentials

Single PN action potentials reliably produced excitatory synaptic

potentials in a target neuron with short and reliable latency (E-E

delay from spike time to EPSP onset: 1.5 ± 3 ms, n = 77 pairs; E-I

delay: 1.2 ± 1ms, n = 64 pairs), consistent with monosynaptic

connections (Figures 3G and 3H). The same action potentials,

however, often caused in the same postsynaptic neuron or a

different one EPSPs with a longer yet equally reliable latency

(e.g., after 8, 18, or 26 ms) (Figures 3G–3J and S3E–S3G),

even though the source PN had fired only once. The latency

and jitter of the first and second EPSPs in Figure 3G were
ic interneuron (PostI). Calibration as in (D).

r 20 trials). Pre-post AP delay = 3.7 ± 1 ms (16 post-APs in 20 trials).

A), PostE Vm (PN6 in A), PostE EPSP-onset time histogram. Note reliable and

osynaptic) and 8.5 ± 0.2ms (polysynaptic).

ynaptic) and 17.5 ± 0.4 ms (polysynaptic). For divergent connections from one

igures S3E–S3G.

r. Bottom: 9mono- and/or polysynaptic connections (10 trials each) ordered by

x, E-I pair.

histogram and Figure S3I for autocorrelation of cumulative histogram, with a 6-



1.5 ± 0.5 ms and 8.5 ± 0.2 ms, respectively. The latency and jitter

of the first and second EPSPs in Figure 3Hwere 1.4 ± 0.3 ms and

17.5 ± 0.4 ms, respectively. Those long-latency EPSPs must be

polysynaptic and due to the reliable activation of one or more

interposed (but not recorded) PNs. The percentages of trials

in which each type of EPSP was detected were 85% ± 15%

(range, 60%–100%) for monosynaptic and 98% ± 4% (range,

90%–100%) for polysynaptic EPSPs (n = 5 connections). A

polysynaptic EPSP could occur even in the absence of a

monosynaptic one preceding it (Figure 3Iv–viii). Polysynaptic

EPSPs were on average larger than monosynaptic ones by

0.6 ± 0.3 mV. Amplitude correlation between successive EPSPs

was low (r = �0.07 ± 0.3 [range, �0.5 to 0.3], n = 5). EPSP onset

jitter was 0.7 ± 0.3 ms for monosynaptic and 0.5 ± 0.3 ms for

polysynaptic EPSPs. Onset delays of first and secondary EPSPs

were not correlated (r = �0.03 ± 0.2 [range, �0.15 to 0.4], n = 5).

Selecting for polysynaptic connections with reliable latencies,

the distribution of EPSP-onset latencies across recorded pairs

was multimodal, with intervals of 6–8 ms (n = 8 E-E and n = 1

E-I connections; Figures 3J and S3H), consistent with the sum

of chemical synaptic delay, postsynaptic integration (EPSP rise

time-to-peak; E-E: 5 ± 6 ms, n = 77 pairs; E-I: 3.9 ± 2 ms,

n = 64 pairs), and AP rise time in interposed neurons. Mean PN

axonal conduction velocity in this preparation is �150 mm/ms

(Shein-Idelson et al., 2017) (i.e., too high to explain delays longer

than a few milliseconds; see spatial distribution below). Also,

when a single PN spike caused a double EPSP in one target

neuron, failures could occur at the first or the second EPSP,

independently of one another (e.g., see Figures 3I and S3E–

S3G), consistent with the hypothesis that consecutive EPSPs

in a target neuron are not caused by the same presynaptic

spikes. Thus, one or more non-recorded PNs were interposed

between the constituents of these recorded pairs. In conclusion,

excitatory synaptic coupling is dense and contains high-gain

connections that enable even single action potentials to propa-

gate through multiple synapses in apparent steps of 6–8 ms, at

least in the first 30 ms of polysynaptic activation.

The Temporal Features of Sequential Activation
Indicate Branched Synaptic Chains
Simulation and theoretical studies suggest that the propagation

of activity through a chain of connected neurons should, de-

pending on model parameters, see either growing spike jitter

along the chain or progressive synchronization (Diesmann

et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 2010). Wemeasured, for each follower,

firing-onset jitter as a function of firing-onset time. We show

three examples (Figures 4A–4C) and plot the relationship be-

tween jitter and delay for all recorded followers and pulse series

(Figure 4D). The trend over the population (Figure 4D) indicates a

positive correlation between delay and jitter.

A careful examination of individual experiments, however, re-

vealed interesting deviations. First, certain followers showed

high firing reliability and low jitter (pAP = 0.97 with 8-ms jitter for

the blue cell in Figure 4B; or pAP = 0.78 with 17-ms jitter for the

green cell in Figure 4C), even when their firing onset occurred

late (Figures 4A–4D). This suggests that some of the polysyn-

aptic routes to activation must be very reliable, consistent with

intracellular data. Second, a follower responding early to a PN
could be more jittery than one responding later (e.g., Figures

4A and 4C). This suggests that their activation paths must be

at least in part independent of one another (e.g., one short, via

unreliable connections; one long, via reliable connections), indi-

cating divergence along activation chains. The related case of

equal delay but different response jitter (Figure 4B) suggests syn-

aptic paths of equal length but differing reliability. Third, the

response-onset times of some followers (e.g., red Figure 4C)

could form two successive modes. This suggests that the

same neuron can be activated by partly overlapping or recurrent

chains of different lengths (see also Figures S4A–S4C).

Patched PNs often reflected in their own membrane potential

the synaptic consequences of the follower activation that they

had triggered (Figures 1C, 2C, and 2D), indicating circuit recur-

rence. We used these long-lasting membrane potential fluctua-

tions, often periodic (�10–20 Hz), to measure the phase—

thereby revealing the potential synchronization—of the APs in

followers (Figure 4E). This analysis was possible only late within

evoked follower activity (i.e., after unfolding of the sequence

proper) because (1) sequence evolution often overlapped with

current-pulse-induced Vm depolarization and spiking and (2) at

their onset, sequences typically evolved faster than the detect-

able subthreshold voltage fluctuations in the source PN. Thus,

early first-spike sequences (seen over the first 200 ms) and later

sustained activity had different temporal signatures. In each

experiment, some followers were locked to Vm (e.g., followers

1–3, top row, Figure 4F) while others were not (e.g., followers

4–6, bottom row, Figure 4F). In aggregate, however, followers

were locked to the same phase of Vm, before the oscillation

peak at 0 rad (Figure 4G, top). Hence, late during activation, fol-

lowers tended to synchronize with one another (Figure 4G, top).

We performed this analysis in seven experiments that showed

clear and reproducible subthreshold Vm oscillations and ob-

tained identical results (Figure 4G, bottom). The synchronized

followers weremostly interneurons; because interneurons repre-

sent�7%of the neurons in turtle dorsal cortex and because they

are heavily connected locally (see above), they are probably,

owing in part to their drive from PNs, the dominant cause of

this synchronization and of the subthreshold Vm oscillations de-

tected in the PNs.

We then examined temporal correlations between followers as

further potential signs of chained activation. We selected two ex-

periments in which at least one of the recorded followers was

another PN (Figures 4H and S4D–S4F). In this example (Fig-

ure 4I), the patched PN activated 33 followers, of which three

are shown (F1–F3). F1 was another PN, and F2 and F3 were in-

terneurons, whose firing onsets were synchronous with one

another but delayed relative to F1. We have no evidence for

any direct connection between PN, F1, F2, and F3. Figure 4I

shows the PSTHs of the four neurons triggered either on the

last spike of the depolarized PN, source of this sequential activity

(top row), or on the spike of F1 (bottom row), first element in the

sequence downstream of the PN. Shifting the trigger to F1 had

the effect of sharpening the PSTHs of F2 and F3 (bottom row,

Figure 4I). This indicates that the firing times of some followers

are not independent of one another, supporting the hypothesis

of chained paths (see also Figures S4D–S4F). In a group analysis

(26 experiments; STAR Methods) we found that tightening of the
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Figure 4. Temporal Features of Sequential Activation Indicate Branched Chains

(A–C) Top: first-spike rasters for six (A) or three (B and C) followers, aligned to time of last PN spike (arrow). Bottom: smoothed follower PSTHs, as in Figure 1H.

Note bimodal firing time of red follower in (C) (stippled lines). Calibrations as in (A). See also Figures S4A–S4C.

(D) Jitter of follower-onset growswith onset delay.Graydots, all pulses (within and acrosspulse trains, n = 1,607). Opencircles, averagesover pulses in a train (n = 250

followers; see STAR Methods). Open circle size, average firing probability per follower (see legend). Note followers with late firing onset but low spike-time jitter.

(E) Followers are phase-locked to subthreshold Vm fluctuations of PN. Vm, membrane potential of patched PN in (A); Vd, filtered and de-trended Vm (see STAR

Methods); blue tick marks, AP times of patched PN; below, follower raster. Asterisk indicates the follower shown in (F). Vm fluctuations, white (peak, 0) to dark

(trough, p rad).

(F) Histograms of follower-spike phase relative to Vm. Followers are from the experiment in (E) (see text).

(G) Top: AP phase histogram pooled over 18 followers that fired >50 times during the repeated protocol in (E). Mean phase in red. Bottom: mean follower-firing

phases for seven experiments in which the patched PN displayed subthreshold fluctuations (red). Average across experiments in black.

(H) Cartoon of hypothetical network supporting branched synaptic chains (see I).

(I) Top row, from left to right: normalized PSTH of patched PN (same as in A and E–G); F1–F3, PSTHs of followers F1 (a PN) and F2-F3 (both interneurons). Top row:

F1–F3 responses aligned to last AP of PN. Bottom row: PN and F2-F3 responses aligned to F1 spikes. Note sharpening of F2-F3 PSTHs in the bottom row,

suggesting response correlation to F1 firing. Interquartile range of first-spike times were reduced from 8ms to 4 ms for F2 (p < 10�7, Wilcoxon rank sum test) and

from 14 ms to 11 ms for F3 (p < 10�5, Wilcoxon rank sum test). See also Figures S4D–S4F.
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Figure 5. PN-Evoked Activity Extends over at Least 1 mm2 of Cortex

(A) Sequential activation traces reliable physical path through cortex. Spatial evolution of follower activity traced by center-of-mass of activity over time in the

tangential plane. Each example is mean over n = 26 trials, time color-coded. PN soma (blue) located at the origin. Black circles represent follower somata,

determined by triangulation (n = 8). A, anterior; L, lateral; P, posterior; M, medial. Same orientation in (A)–(D) and (F).

(B) Trajectories as in (A), for 22 experiments with nR 5 detected followers, with origin at center-of-mass of first-activated followers in each experiment. Distance

to origin increased over time (r = 0.81, p < 10�17). Inset: distribution of unit vectors representing directions from start to end of trajectory. Circular mean in black.

See Figure S5A for propagation speed estimate.

(C) Position of all sorted units (s.u.; gray) and followers (foll., black) relative to position of their patched PN (center).

(D) Ratio of followers to sorted units per 25-mm2 bin. See Figure S5B for binned version of s.u. counts.

(E) Top, s.u. and follower density (gray and black, respectively) over distance from patched PN (25mm bins). Bottom, probability of follower activation over

distance. Blue lines, overlay of axonal density as function of distance from soma for 4 PNs (18–46 mm total axonal length).

(F) PN axonal arbors (blue) extend beyond 1 mm2 (see also Figure S5C). Top: coronal view of reconstructed L2 PN (biocytin). Dendrites, red. Cortical layers

indicated at left; pia up. Total axonal length, 24 mm. Bottom: same, tangential view.

(G) ChR2-induced sequences. Top: tangential view (from ventricular surface) of maximum intensity projection of upper L3 to lower L1 of a dorsal cortex slab

showing ChR2(H134R)-mCherry (red) expression under a CaMKIIa promoter. Yellow signal comes from blood vessels. Bottom: light spot excitation of a cortical

(legend continued on next page)
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first-spike time distribution after realignment (Figure 4I, F2 and

F3; and Figure S4G) was observed with relatively few followers;

most showed either no tightening or a slight dispersion (Fig-

ure S4H; median IQR change, 3 ms [�3, 12], n = 600, p <

10�20, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Thus, spike timing precision

rarely increased over the duration of a sequence.

Single-PN Evoked Activity Extends over at Least 1 mm2

of Cortex
Using triangulation to locate 6,389 sorted units, we tracked

the spatial features of the activity evoked by each depolarized

PN (n = 34, Figure 5). In each experiment, the earliest activated

neurons (<10 ms) usually lay within 75 mm of the patched PN.

The onset of activity then moved away in the cortical (tangential)

plane, at amean radial velocity of 15 mm$ms�1 (r = 0.36, p < 10�7,

n = 245, where r measures the correlation between median time

of first AP and distance from the patched PN; as low as

8 mm$ms�1 in some experiments; Figure S5A), that is, 10–20

times slower than axonal AP propagation (Shein-Idelson

et al., 2017).

The physical path of sequential activation was reliable over tri-

als (Figure 5A). In all recordings, activity trajectories moved away

from the PN source with time, independent of the mean direction

of motion (Figures 5B and S5A; correlation between tangential

distance of center of mass of activity and time for data shown

in Figure 5B: r = 0.81, p < 10�17, n = 34). Trajectories extended

in all cardinal directions, with a small average positive bias to-

ward lateral cortex and negative bias toward the antero-medial

quadrant (Figure 5B and inset). Figure 5B plots trajectories

from 22 experiments (more than five followers) for clarity. In

aggregate, follower activation spread over the entire sampling

area (i.e., 1 mm2 centered on the PN source) (Figures 5C and

5D). We did not observe any unit sampling bias in the tangential

plane (Figure S5B). Follower activation probability was high

locally and decreased with distance from the source PN (Fig-

ure 5E). This range of activation was broadly commensurate

with individual PNs’ axonal density profiles (Figures 5E, 5F,

and S5C, total axonal lengths 18–46 mm, n = 4 PNs). These re-

sults suggest that, although sequences result mostly from poly-

synaptic pathways, they evolve in local volumes constrained by

PN axonal density. This supports earlier measurements that

excitatory coupling between E-cells is strongest locally. Long-

range activation of followers beyond the limits of the MEA (Fig-

ure 5E) cannot be ruled out.

Did our observations result from a recording bias toward

‘‘special’’ PNs? To test for such selection bias, we combined

MEA recordings with a lower-precision but larger-span

optical approach. We expressed ChR2 at low density in excit-

atory PNs (using AAV2/1-CamKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry,
slab on the MEA. Bright-field image of slab viewed from ventral side. White squar

positions of six sorted units responding to light activation of PNs. Sequential ac

for setup.

(H) Light stimulation recruited responses in six neurons with consistent sequenti

reliability quantified in (J). See Figures S5E and S5F for further details.

(I) Spike-rank plot as in (H) for 25 different positions of focal light stimulation. Eac

(J) Quantification (normalized entropy, see STAR Methods) of sequence reliabilit

across 54 stimulation positions (empirical, black; shuffle control, red).
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3.2 ± 0.9/100 mm2 ChR2-positive cell bodies; STAR Methods)

and used a digital micro-mirror device to illuminate the recording

area in 26 3 26-mm spots (Figures 5G and S5D–S5F). Because

ChR2 expression was sparse (due to the low infectivity of this

serotype in turtles; Pammer, 2018), each illumination spot con-

tained on average 0.24 ± 0.06 ChR2-positive PNs. After

choosing an intensity appropriate to generate just-detectable

MEA activity in one spot, we tiled the recording area in a

pseudo-random fashion with illumination spots (one spot at a

time) in a process repeated 25 times (Figures S5D–S5F). MEA

units were sorted, classified, and selected as described previ-

ously (Shein-Idelson et al., 2017). The results obtained with

one illumination spot illustrate a light-evoked activation

sequence of neurons, its reliability over trials (Figures 5H, 5I,

and S5E), and the statistical significance of this reliability (Fig-

ure 5J). Figure 5I displays sequences (each one invoking

different participating neurons) evoked by the illumination of 25

different spots, and Figure 5J tests for their statistical signifi-

cance over 54 illumination sites. Whereas not all sites caused a

detectable sequence (due to the absence of ChR2-positive PN

or to inadequate local light intensity), more than half of them

did. Cortical sequence activation is thus not a focal phenomenon

or the result of bias in PN selection for patching.

Interactions between Sequences and E-I Balance
The amplification of one to three spikes into the activation of tens

of neurons suggests that the coincident firing of a few PNsmight

quickly lead to explosive amplification. We thus examined the

consequences of activating two nearby PNs (Figures 6 and S6)

(n = 7 pairs). In the example in Figures 6A and 6B, the PNs

(somata 150 mm apart) evoked nonoverlapping follower se-

quences (Figure 6B, two leftmost panels). When stimulated

together, the twoPNs evokednew response patterns (Figure 6B).

To compare the responses to different stimulation conditions,

we take the pattern of follower activation caused by PN1 + PN2

stimulation with dt = 0 as reference (Figure 6B, middle panel).

The deviations of each follower from its responses in reference

condition are shown in color (PN1 alone, PN2 alone, delay condi-

tions; Figure 6B), and the responses of three of these followers

are shown in Figures 6C–6E (followers 1, 27, and 29 are shown

in Figure 6B, none of which responded to PN1 activation alone).

Follower 27 (Figure 6C) did not respond to PN1 or PN2 activation

alone (blue, leftmost panels, Figure 6B) but responded reliably to

PN1 + PN2 in all conditions (white in Figure 6B, right, because

activity is the same as that with 0 delay). Follower 1 (Figure 6E)

also did not respond to PN1 or PN2 but responded reliably to

PN1-then-PN2 activation. Follower 29 (Figure 6D) by contrast re-

sponded very strongly to PN2 alone and least to PN1 + PN2 with

0 delay. These examples illustrate that follower activation differ
e is light spot (Stim). MEA electrodes in black. Colored dots mark triangulated

tivity summarized in (H). Top and bottom are the same slab. See Figure S5D

al activity (spike rank) across 25 trials. Neuron ID color-coded, with sequence

h subplot represents a different position and a different responding subset.

y for data in (H) (measured: open black line; shuffle control: open red line) and



Figure 6. Sequence Collisions Reveal Balancing Interactions

(A) Coactivation of PN pair and their respective follower sequences. Im, DC pulses into PN1 and PN2 and their respective Vm. Gray bars below PN1 Vm, epochs

expanded in (B).

(B) Panels show follower PSTHs in response to different activation conditions, normalized to follower peak firing rate of dt = 0 condition (middle panel). Follower

order according to median first-spike time of dt = 0 condition (white line in middle panel; gray line in other panels).

(C) Top: schematic of PN activation conditions, applicable to (C)–(E). Spike raster (middle) and PSTH (bottom) of follower 27 for 4 PN activation conditions (from

left to right): PN2 alone, dt = 0, dt = +10, and dt = �10. Follower 27 showed increased activity in response to all coactivation conditions.

(D) Same as (C) but for follower 29. Follower 29 showed decreased activity in response to all coactivation conditions.

(legend continued on next page)
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with PN-activation conditions and do not necessarily increase

with PN recruitment. To quantify this, we measured the firing-

rate difference for all sorted units (s.u.; left, Figures 6F–6I) and

all followers (right, Figures 6F–6I) between their responses to

each [PN1 + PN2]-stimulus condition and the sum of their re-

sponses to each PN stimulated alone. The net median firing

rate difference caused by paired PN stimulation amounted to

0 spk/s [�0.84, 0.55] (p = 0.37, n = 33 followers; black trace, Fig-

ure 6F); increased activation of some followers was compen-

sated for by the reduced activation of others (see also Figures

6G–6L, p > 0.3 for all dt conditions, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

Figures S6A–S6E shows the same analysis for another paired

PN recording, and Figure 6J pools the results of three such ex-

periments. All indicate balanced interactions (median rate

change: �0.06 spk/s [�0.77, 0.64], n = 97 followers; p = 0.53,

Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Spiking probability was also

balanced across the follower population (p = 0.60, Wilcoxon

signed-rank test; Figures 6K and S6D). Finally, some followers

showed high sensitivity to the temporal order of paired PN acti-

vation (Figure 6L). These results indicate the absence of supra-

linear amplification as the number of activated sources increases

from one to two PNs. Consistent with the activation of interneu-

rons detailed above, this result reveals homeostasis in cortical

activation.

To examine the influence of basal firing rate on sequences, we

ran experiments with the cholinergic agonist carbachol (n = 6).

Addition of carbachol raised average network firing rates 5-fold

from 0.02 ± 0.05 spk/s (control) to 0.10 ± 0.24 spk/s (+carbachol;

p = 3.7 3 10�11, Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figure S6F). However,

the timing and probability of observing sequences (p = 0.2,

Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figures S6G and S6K), the balancing

of activity (p = 0.62, Wilcoxon singed-rank test; Figures S6H

and S6I), and the average follower activity (p = 0.95, Wilcoxon

rank sum test; Figure S6J) were unchanged. In carbachol,

follower-count was moderately reduced (�33% ± 17%, n = 6;

range, 11%–54%). This reduction was due to dropout of low-reli-

ability followers and decreased sensitivity of our follower-detec-

tion criteria as baseline firing rates increased.

DISCUSSION

Pyramidal neurons in intact slabs of turtle three-layered cerebral

cortex have a powerful impact on their local surrounding; one to

three action potentials produced by one PN can cause the

reliable sequential activation of tens (and possibly more) of
(E) Same as (C) and (D) but for follower 1 showing increased activity selectively in r

responded to PN1 stimulation alone.

(F) Test for nonlinearity of follower responses to PN coactivation. Left: difference b

and PSTH measured in response to PN1 + PN2 coactivation (with dt = 0). Gray lin

same as left but with followers only. Vertical calibration: 10 Hz.

(G) Left, time-averaged firing rate difference (displayed by rank) of sorted units co

followers. Right: same as left but for followers only.

(H) Same as (G) but comparing dt = 0 to dt = +10 condition.

(I) Same as (G) but comparing dt = 0 to dt = �10 condition.

(J) Summary of balanced follower activation for three PN pairs (n = 97 followers). M

from 0 (p = 0.53;Wilcoxon signed rank test). Increased activation of some follower

(K) Change of follower spiking probability, comparing arithmetic sum to dt = 0 coa

(L) Same as (K) but comparing dt = +10 to dt = �10 condition. See Figures S6A–
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‘‘followers’’ over up to 200ms and 1mm2 centered on the source

PN. This sequential activation, schematized in Figure 7, results

from synaptic transfer between neurons, revealing surprisingly

reliable functional paths (virtual ‘‘grooves’’) for the propagation

of weak activity through cortex.

Initiation, Propagation, and Control of Activity
The initiation of sequential activity by single neurons results from

few very strong pairwise connections to both E and I neurons—

reminiscent of ‘‘detonator synapses’’ in mammalian hippocam-

pal CA3 (Henze et al., 2002) and neocortex (Lefort et al., 2009;

Li et al., 2009; Peterlin et al., 2000). Once triggered, this activity

spread across neurons and space, resulting in distributed E and I

influence. Excitatory followers typically produced one or two APs

when activated within a sequence. Because activity diverged

from the source, further propagation of activity likely resulted

both from strong pairwise connections and from converging

weaker ones (Figure 7), thus depending on details of connectivity

and timing (Diesmann et al., 1999). That some late-onset fol-

lowers responded with little jitter is inconsistent with an explana-

tion based on proximity of membrane potential to threshold. Se-

quences were detected because they were repeatable over tens

of trials, suggesting the existence of reliable paths for the prop-

agation of activity through cortex, determined by details of inter-

nal connectivity and synaptic weights and by conditions of acti-

vation (e.g., delays between APs of converging neurons).

Whether sequences depend on past activity and synaptic plas-

ticity is unknown but is an important next question.

Even though E-follower activation was under-sampled, fol-

lower activation could be initiated from �80% of randomly

selected PNs. Among those, we observed a spectrum of impact

onto the network, with many cells activating few detected fol-

lowers (<10) and few activating many (>20). Barring sampling ar-

tifacts, this suggests the existence of some highly connected

neurons with unusual impact on the network (Bonifazi et al.,

2009; Li et al., 2009; Song et al., 2005).

Sequential activation propagated 10–20 timesmore slowly than

PN spikes along axons in turtle dorsal cortex (Shein-Idelson et al.,

2017), ruling out spike propagation delays as the underlying

mechanism. The distribution of reliable and precise polysynaptic

EPSP-onset times, with quantized modes (every 6–8 ms) de-

tected within the first �30 ms, indicates activation of synaptically

coupled chains of neurons. Although we are not aware of compa-

rable sequences triggered by single cells in other systems, poly-

synaptic potentials triggered by single PNs have been observed in
esponse to the PN1-then-PN2 condition. None of the followers shown in (C)–(E)

etween arithmetic sum of PSTHs in response to activation of PN1 or PN2 alone

es, PSTH differences for 275 sorted units (s.u.). Black, average of 275. Right:

mparing arithmetic sum to dt = 0 condition (as in F). Gray, sorted units; black,

edian and 25th and 75th percentiles are in gray.Median not significantly different

s by coactivation of two PNs is compensated by decreased activation of others.

ctivation condition. Gray bars indicate followers 1, 27, and 29 shown in (C)–(E).

S6E for the same analysis on another PN pair.



Figure 7. Schematic Summary of PN Sequential Patterns

Tangential view of idealized cortex, with only PNs represented (circles). The

functional links between neurons are represented as excitatory (red, direct) or

inhibitory (purple, via interposed interneurons). Activity is initiated by depola-

rizing one PN (center, t = 1;+ in other frames). Its output connectivity leads to

activation of a subset of first-order targets that in turn propagate activity further

around them (t = 1–5). At every step, the activation of new PNs depends on the

convergence of excitatory and inhibitory inputs from activated lower-order

neurons. Due to recurrence within the circuit, a PN can be reactivated within

the evolving pattern. Activity spreads centrifugally away from the starting

neuron, invoking inhibition that sculpts virtual ‘‘grooves’’ of activity through the

network (
P

t and bottom right).
slices of human neocortex (Molnár et al., 2008). There, strong

connections were found exclusively from PNs to interneurons,

and excitation was propagated via depolarizing IPSPs from

axo-axonic interneurons (Molnár et al., 2008), a type thus far not
described in turtle cortex (Tosches et al., 2018). In rodents, single

action potentials at the dentate-gyrus granule-cell mossy-fiber

synapse can evoke firing of CA3 PNs (Vyleta et al., 2016), and sin-

gle CA3PNaction potentials canevoke spiking in postsynaptic in-

terneurons (Bazelot et al., 2016). Detonator synapses are thus not

a peculiarity of turtle cortex.

Biological and simulated networks normally operate in a state

where E and I are appropriately balanced (Berg et al., 2007; Rup-

precht and Friedrich, 2018; Vogels et al., 2005; van Vreeswijk

and Sompolinsky, 1996). Despite the rapid spread of activity af-

ter ignition, we never observed paroxysmal cortical activation,

suggesting the selective propagation of activity within an other-

wise balanced network, as proposed, for example, with neuronal

avalanches (Beggs and Plenz, 2003; Eckmann et al., 2008; Lo-

nardoni et al., 2017; Shew et al., 2015). Activity spread to small

neuron groups, as evident in the small apparent overlap between

follower sets activated by two different sources. After a short

growth phase, activity returned to baseline within a few hundred

milliseconds. The density of I coupling was likely critical in

balancing local network activity. Possibly because of their small

fraction in turtle cortex, L3 interneurons are both densely con-

nected to the PN population and reliably activated during

sequential patterns. They appear to control and coordinate

cortical activation in a regime where activation is neither imme-

diately shut off nor dangerously amplified. The mechanisms

responsible for tuning this balance as well as the exact identity

of the interneurons involved in this action are so far unknown

here, but interneuron types known to play such roles in mam-

mals, such as somatostatin (SOM) interneurons (Isaacson and

Scanziani, 2011), exist also in reptiles (Tosches et al., 2018).

Functional Significance of Sequences
Single PNs caused the reliable (though not noise-free) sequential

activation of other neurons. Switching the activation order of two

‘‘igniter’’ neurons could even generate slightly different se-

quences, with changes in follower rank or identity. Thus, the pat-

terns of activation of these assemblies contained information

about their cause, suggesting high combinatorial capacity (Bien-

enstock, 1995). The spread of activation by single PNs was con-

strained spatially. Although PN axonal projections are densest

close to their origin, they often extend as far as several millime-

ters from the soma (Figures 5 and S5C; Shein-Idelson et al.,

2017). If some distal connections are powerful, they could

conceivably also trigger activation sequences; because our

MEAs were only 1 mm2, and because we patched neurons at

the center, we could have missed such distant events.

In vivo recordings show that baseline activity in dorsal cortex is

low and stimulus-evoked activity non-topographic and sparse

(Fournier et al., 2018; Mazurskaya, 1973a, 1973b; Shein-Idelson

et al., 2017). In cortical slabs, background activity was lower than

is typical in vivo. Although difficult to compare to in vivo condi-

tions, the carbachol results suggest that sequence generation

is not an anomaly of the basal condition of cortical slabs. In an

attempt to test our findings in vivo, we performed pilot experi-

ments on an ex vivo brain preparation with eyes attached. Acti-

vation of a single patched PN (n = 1 out of 2 PNs) evoked a

sequence as described here. Thus, our results may generalize

to turtle brains ex vivo.
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Visual stimuli evoke traveling waves along the latero-medial

axis in this cortex in ex vivo explants (Prechtl et al., 1997, 2000)

and in vivo (Fournier et al., 2018). The slight bias we observed

in the propagation direction of sequences may be related to

these stimulus-evoked traveling waves. Our results also lead to

a reflection on the meaning of spontaneous or resting activity.

If activation sequences are so sensitive to single or doublets of

spikes, then why do sequences not dominate resting activity

(Luczak et al., 2007)? Maybe spontaneous sequences are in

fact always present but hard to detect; our discovery of se-

quences relied on our ability to anchor each follower’s firing to

the spike(s) of a controlled source (Figure S2B). Not knowing

what the relevant source is when examining spontaneous activ-

ity greatly hampers one’s ability to identify potential patterns.

Another hypothesis is that ‘‘spontaneous’’ spikes are not truly

spontaneous (Luczak et al., 2009); cortical neurons are densely

coupled, raising the possibility that ‘‘autonomous’’ neural fluctu-

ations depend on collective population state (Pillow et al., 2008;

Schneidman et al., 2006). If so, cortical circuits might be poised

to selectively detect and propagate only unexpected spikes

caused by an external source (such as our direct current pulses

or synaptic input sources) while ignoring uninformative firings

linked to collective fluctuations (Engel et al., 2001; Friston,

2010, 2018). The roles of distinct interneuron populations (Ascoli

et al., 2008; Klausberger et al., 2003)—to balance or disrupt

cortical activity—might be critical in such differential selectivity.

Similarity to Other Systems and Attractor Dynamics
The firing sequences we report resemble ‘‘replay’’ (Diba and

Buzsáki, 2007; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Nádasdy et al., 1999)

and ‘‘pre-play’’ (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011, 2013) sequences

in rat hippocampal CA1 and song-related sequences in songbird

HVC (Hahnloser et al., 2002). Although their underlying mecha-

nisms are unknown, a prevailing model for the generation of

HVC sequences consists of chains of synaptically connected

neurons shaped during song learning (Long et al., 2010; Long

and Fee, 2008; Okubo et al., 2015). Our results lend partial

credence to such a model. Given the analogies between

mammalian hippocampus and reptilian cortex (Tosches et al.,

2018), CA1 replaymight also be the expression of chained neural

activation.

More broadly, these evoked sequences are not unlike the

evolving sequences of odor-evoked population vectors in the

early olfactory system of locust (Mazor and Laurent, 2005; Stop-

fer et al., 2003; Wehr and Laurent, 1996; Laurent, 2002) or zebra-

fish (Friedrich et al., 2004; Friedrich and Laurent, 2001; Niessing

and Friedrich, 2010). Similar phenomena have been described in

the leech (Briggman et al., 2005) and the motor cortex of rodents

and primates (Churchland et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2014). The

turtle neural sequences may thus be the local expression of

broader dynamics representing the evolution of activity in net-

works (Laurent et al., 2001). These patterns would be the expres-

sion of stable transient attractors resulting in part from connec-

tivity (Rabinovich et al., 2008; Rabinovich and Varona, 2011)

and the expression of basic building blocks of neural systems

(Luczak et al., 2015).

Our results underline the relevance of theoretical work on activ-

ity propagation in feed-forward networks (Abeles, 1991; Die-
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smann et al., 1999; Griffith, 1963; Kumar et al., 2010; Reyes,

2003; Vogels et al., 2005). In Abeles’s approach, the divergent-

convergent structure of neural networks is reframed as generating

virtual layers along which information is reliably transferred. De-

pending on network parameters (sparseness, synaptic weights)

and seed activation, activity can propagate synchronously or

asynchronously (Kumar et al., 2010). Bienenstock (1995)

extended the attributes of such chains to bind elemental features.

Izhikevich examined related phenomena that exploit precise con-

duction delays, generating systems of high memory capacity (Iz-

hikevich, 2006). Finally, important questions arise as to how deter-

ministic sequences arise over time (Fiete et al., 2010; Triplett et al.,

2018). If sequences reflect connectivity, they must depend on

past experience. Such a link to past history recalls the early

work of James (1890) and Hebb’s ‘‘phase-sequences’’ (Hebb,

1949). Whether the sequences we describe are a result of past

experience, as they are in songbird, should be tested.
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LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

This study did not generate new unique reagents. Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Gilles Laurent (gilles.laurent@brain.mpg.de).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with German animal welfare guidelines [permit #V54-19c 20/15- F126/

1005 delivered by the Regierungspraesidium Darmstadt, 64278 Darmstadt, Germany (Fr. Dr. Simon)]. Wild-type turtles (Trachemys

scripta elegans or Chrysemys picta) of either sex, weighing 150 to 400 g, were obtained from an open-air breeding colony (NASCO

Biology, WI, USA) and housed in a state-of-the-art animal facility.

METHOD DETAILS

Surgery and Cortex slab preparation
Healthy turtles were anesthetized using Ketamine (23mg/kg, IM) and Dexdomitor (75mg/kg, IM). After loss of the corneal reflex, turtles

were decapitated and the heads rapidly transferred into cooled turtle ACSF solution (96.5mM NaCl, 2.6mM KCl, 4mM CaCl2, 2mM

MgCl2, 31.5mM NaHCO3, 20mM glucose, pH 7.4) bubbled with carbogen gas (95%-O2 / 5%-CO2). The skull was opened to access

the dorsal surface of the brain; dura mater and arachnoid were carefully removed.

Cortical slabswerepreparedwith iridectomy scissors after transverse andparasagittal sectionsof the cortical sheet. Sectionswere:

(1) transv.: slightly posterior to the anterior pole of the cerebral cortex; (2) transv.: 3-5mmcaudal to the first incision; (3) parasag.: along

the border between medial and dorsal cortices medially; (4) just medial to the olfactory cortex laterally, slightly before where dorsal

cortex merges with the dorsoventricular ridge (DVR). We separated right and left hemisphere and marked the posterior end of

each slab with a small incision to keep track of the cardinal axes. For pipette penetration through the turtle cortical pia, we sublimated

the pia over a 300-400mm-diameter area using a pulsedUV laser (7,000 pulses; 200Hz; Ex5 Excimer, GAMLaser Inc., FL, USA). Using

oblique electrode paths, we obtained patch-clamp recordings in a zone 50-300 mmperipheral to the borders of this area. The cortical

tissue was constantly superfused with oxygenated turtle ACSF at room temperature (about 25�C) at 2-6 ml/min.
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Genetic Transfection
Turtles were anesthetized using Ketamine (23mg/kg, IM) and Dexdomitor (75mg/kg, IM) and placed in a stereotactic holder. A crani-

otomy was performed above dorsal cortex. Dura and arachnoid were gently torn open, and the pia was carefully sectioned using

iridectomy scissors. An injection needle (pulled and beveled quartz micropipette) was pushed to 500 mm from the pia, at an angle

of 45� oriented caudally, and 300 nL of adeno-associated virus (AAV2/1-CamKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry, Plasmid Addgene 26975;

AAV2/1-CamKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP, Plasmid Addgene 26969P) (Yizhar et al., 2011) were injected at a rate of 100 nl/min (UMP3,

World Precision Instruments, USA). After injection, we waited 10 min before retracting the needle. The craniotomy was closed with a

glass coverslip and sealed with dental cement. After 4 weeks the turtle was sacrificed, and the cortical slabs were prepared (see

above, Cortex slab preparation).

Microelectrode Array (MEA) recordings
After surgery and dissection, the preparation was placed on the multi-microelectrode array (MEA) ventricular side down. We used

60-, 120- or 250-channel extracellular electrophysiological recording systems (MEA1060, MEA2100, MEA256 by Multichannel Sys-

tems, MCS), with glass embedded titanium-nitrate electrode arrays of 10 or 30mm electrode diameter and 40 or 100mm electrode

spacing (120MEA100/30iR-ITO, 256MEA100/30iR-ITO, 60MEA100/30iR-ITO, 60HexaMEA40/10iR-ITO, MCS). Tissue anchors

were used to prevent slabmovement and to insure stable contact between electrodes and tissue. Anchors consisted of nylon strings

or mesh glued on a 300mm-thick platinum ring (with thickness chosen to match that of cortex). The nylon strings applied gentle pres-

sure on the pial surface of the cortex. Sampling rate for extracellular recordings was 20kHz. MEA data were analyzed enmasse using

a custom-designed data analysis pipeline, with spike sorting and 3D-source triangulation, as previously described (Shein-Idelson

et al., 2017). In a typical dataset, we could sort between 60 and 400 MEA units, depending on the duration of the simultaneous

patch-clamp recording (15-150 minutes) and on intrinsic activity of the preparation.

Whole-cell patch-clamp (WCPC) recordings of pyramidal neurons
Long-shank patch pipettes (6-8MOhms) were pulled fromborosilicate glass with a Sutter P1000 electrode puller. UV-lasered holes in

the pia were located by autofluorescence and used as entry points for patch pipettes. Upon > 10% increase of the initial pipette resis-

tance, positive pressurewas released to achieve aGOhm seal (success rate 70%). Pyramidal cells (L2) lie some 400mmbelow the pia;

hence they were patched blindly. For paired blind recordings we first positioned both pipettes close to presumed L2, then patched

and broke through simultaneously. Pipettes were filled with internal solution (140mM K-gluconate, 4mM NaCl, 14mM Phosphocre-

atine, 10mMHEPES, 4mMMg-ATP, 0.3mMNa-GTP, 4mg/ml Biocytin, 0.015mMAlexa-594 or Alexa 488). Experiments were carried

out on an upright Olympus BX61WI microscope with 5x and 40x water-immersion objectives. Cells were held for at least 15 minutes

to insure filling with biocytin.

Firing of the patched pyramidal neuron was induced by DC pulse injections (pulse protocol, PP). A ‘‘trial’’ was a 10 s-epoch or

sweep, each containing 8 successive current pulses. The pulse duration (P) varied between 20ms and 50ms (P1-8 = {30, 50, 30,

30, 50, 50, 50, 20ms}), to evoke 1 to 3 action potentials each with currents between 100pA and 800pA. The inter-pulse intervals

(I) varied between 280ms and 3350ms (I1-7 = {830, 550, 1030, 280, 790, 3350, 300ms}). Unequal intervals were chosen to avoid po-

tential rhythmic entrainment and for wide sampling. Pulse durations and inter-pulse intervals remained unchanged over all experi-

ments. Only injected currents varied between experiments, to produce 1-3 APs per current pulse. Trials were repeated in batches

of 16 to 131, with 2 s delay between the end of one trial and the beginning of the next. The first current pulse in a trial occurred at

t = 1000ms post trial onset. An experiment thus yielded between 128 and 1048 current pulses per pyramidal neuron. If multiple

PPs were tested with each cell, one was chosen that minimized follower adaptation (usually the first protocol). For paired stimulation,

we first used two identical versions of the PP in each PN alone and then with a ± 10ms time shift. We also synchronized stimulation

protocols with 0 delay, and added a temporal delay (dt = ± 10ms) in a subset of the pulses in one of the PNs (see Figure 6A). This

second protocol tested several conditions within a single sweep, reducing long-term adaptation. We obtained identical results

in one pair tested with both protocols. In some experiments, we raised spontaneous firing rates using superfusion of

carbachol (1-20mM). Sorted MEA units were used to trigger PN membrane potential (in current-clamp) or current (in voltage-clamp,

Vhold = �70 mV or �45 mV). The significance of averaged spike-triggered membrane currents was evaluated by comparison to a

time-shuffled average and thresholding (peak amplitude difference R 3pA).

Visually-guided WCPC recordings from multiple pyramidal neurons
We patched sets of up to eight randomly selected neurons using visually guided patching (n = 381 neurons). For these experiments,

the slab was placed ventricle side up in a normal recording chamber (i.e., without MEA). Electrodes were approached sequentially,

but Giga-Ohm seals were broken simultaneously to achieve whole-cell configuration at similar times across the recorded set. Visi-

bility was similar to that in typical mammalian brain slice preparations. We tested 930 pairs for synaptic connections. Neurons were

located within 6 to 722 mm of each other (126 ± 110 mm inter-somatic-distance, mean ± SD).

Optogenetic Stimulation
For optogenetic stimulation a custom-made systemwas constructed on an invertedmicroscope. A digital micro-mirror device (DMD)

DLP LightCrafter4500 (Texas Instruments, Texas, USA) producing approximately 150 lumens at 15-W LED power consumption was
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attached with appropriate lenses to the light port of an Olympus IX73. A set of MATLAB functions (‘‘psychtoolbox’’; (Brainard, 1997))

was used to control the DMD and synchronize data acquisition with light stimulation. This setup allowed us to deliver light with a res-

olution of 9123 1140 pixels in the field of view (corresponding to submicron resolution with a 20x objective) with a temporal precision

of 17ms. Actual light delivery was further monitored with microsecond precision using a photodiode, to allow precise temporal align-

ment of neural activity to light onset and offset. In these experiments, 144 square spots of light (26x26 mmeach, 2 s stimulus duration)

were projected, one at a time, through the glass material of the MEA and onto the cortical slab. The field of view of the 20x objective

was 665x665um and was located within the MEA electrode field. Stimulation spots were illuminated in a pseudo-random sequence,

repeated 25 times. Light intensity was adjusted such that around one half of the stimulation spots generated just detectable MEA

spiking-activity. After the experiment, MEA units were sorted, classified and selected as described above. To quantify the spread

of our stimulation spot due to light scattering by the tissue, we did not measure the actual spread of direct photo-excitation. Rather

wemeasured the reflected light intensity after subtracting the background present during periods of no excitation. This measurement

indicated that the excited area (defined as the area with intensity greater than 10% of maximal intensity) was 750 mm2. Considering a

density of 3.2 ± 0.9 ChR2-positive cells/100x100 mm2, we estimate that each stimulation spot excited 0.24 ± 0.06 pyramidal neuron

cell bodies on average. (By convention we denote cell density as density per tangential surface area, due to the non-isotropic dis-

tribution of somata along z in this cortex. We quantified PN density using amax-intensity projection from high-magnification confocal

images taken from 30-90mm of the ventral portion of cortex.) Note also that DMD spot illumination usually failed to activate neurons

unless illumination fell on an area containing labeled somata, suggesting that neurons were generally not activated by dendritic or

axonal illumination alone in our experimental conditions.

Histology
Several images of the preparation (entire slab surface, MEA electrodes and patch pipette tip) were taken during recordings for later

spatial alignment. One image of the pipette tip was taken while the pipette was in recording position, and another after repositioning

the pipette above the exact xy coordinates of the whole-cell recording. These images were used to (1) determine the position of the

patched cell with respect to the MEA electrodes and (2) rescale our post hoc reconstructed cell morphologies, to correct for tissue

shrinkage and align them to the triangulated positions of extracellular units (see also (Shein-Idelson et al., 2017)).

At the end of an experiment, the tissue was fixed for 24 hours in 100 mM phosphate buffer (PB) (pH 7.4) with 4% PFA (at 4�C).
Patched neurons were stained using biocytin. After extensive rinsing in PB and quenching of endogenous peroxidase, cortical slabs

were incubated in 2% Triton X-100 solution for permeabilization and subsequently incubated in 1% Triton X-100 containing avidin-

biotinylated horseradish peroxidase (ABC-Elite; Camon, Wiesbaden, Germany). We used 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB) as a chro-

mogen for visualizing dendritic and axonal arborization. Slabs were then placed in Mowiol (Carl Roth, Germany) or Dako for further

processing.

Biocytin-labeled neurons were reconstructed with the aid of Neurolucida software (MicroBrightField) using a Zeiss Axiophot mi-

croscope and a 63x Zeiss objective. Cell bodies, dendrites and axons were identified during the reconstruction. The ependymal sur-

face of the slab was also reconstructed. Resulting reconstructions were read into MATLAB using the TREES toolbox (Cuntz

et al., 2011).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Unit identification as a ‘‘follower.’’
After spike sorting, we constructed a 1ms-binned spiking matrix aligned with the intracellular membrane potential recording.

‘‘Follower’’ identification was based on a change in firing rate between baseline (pre-pulse) and the epoch of imposed firing in

one patched neuron. Firing rates were measured over two 160ms windows (one ending at current pulse onset: baseline FR or

BFR; and one starting at current pulse onset: pulse FR or PFR). In a few experiments where the current pulse lasted for 2 s, the

FR-measurement windows were 2 s long, ending and starting at current pulse onset. Firing rates were averaged over pulses

(128 % n % 1048 pulses). We subtracted < BFR > from < PFR > to yield the ‘‘FR modulation’’ (see Figure S1F for illustration with

one experiment). The mode of the distribution of FR modulations per experiment was centered on �0 (most MEA units were not

affected by 1-3 spikes in the depolarized patched neuron). Our selection threshold was 1 standard deviation over the mean of the

FR modulation distribution. The selection threshold needed to be low because follower responses often consisted of no more

than a single spike.

Sequence graphs
To quantify the median first-spike time for each follower, we used a pulse-aligned PSTH of 2ms bin size. First-spike time jitter (SD of

first-spike time) and spike probability were quantified using that histogram, too. The timing of a follower’s first action potential was

measured in a window starting with the first action potential of the patched pyramidal neuron and ending 160ms later. The temporal

window within which we considered first-spike times for each follower was widened to 200ms to construct the sequence graph for

the entire set of 285 followers.
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Entropy
To calculate the reliability of follower firing order across trials, we used an entropy-basedmeasure. For every trial, the n followers were

ordered according to the time of their first AP. The entropy of the kth fired AP in the AP sequence was calculated across the identity of

followers: Ek = -
P

Pilog2(Pi), where Pi is the probability of follower i to be the kth to fire. This entropy was divided by the entropy of a

uniform distribution—
P

(1/n)log2(1/n)— resulting in a normalized entropy Ek, ameasure between 0 and 1. Zero entropy for the kth AP

denotes that the same neuron fired in the kth temporal position in all trials. Since the number of trials was limited and probabilities, Pi,

could not be evaluated with full accuracy, we compared the normalized entropy Ek to a shuffled entropy Ek,Shuff, that was also divided

by the entropy of a uniform distribution. For Ek,Shuff represented that the same neurons were active in every trial but their ordering was

shuffled. The shuffling procedure was repeated over 100 random permutations and the results were averaged. Ek,Shuff served as our

null hypothesis. If some followers did not fire during a trial (number of neuron in the kth position divided by the number of trials was less

than 1), we added to Pi of all neurons an equal amount such that
P

Pi = 1. To quantify significant sequential activity across the dataset

we calculated for each PN and every AP order (1st, 2nd, ... fired AP following current injection) the 0.05 quantile of the empirical dis-

tribution of shuffled entropy values (QE) over 1000 realizations. A given order for a given PN was considered reliable if the calculated

entropy for this order was smaller than QE.

Rank correlation
To measure sequence similarity, we calculated average sequence rank correlations and compared them to ones obtained with shuf-

fled data. Specifically, for every current injection k, we calculated the order matrix between neurons i and j, Ok(i,j), with 1 if neuron i

fired its first spike before neuron j, �1 if neuron j fired its first spike before neuron i and 0 if they fired within the same 2-ms bin. Next,

we calculated the order correlation matrix between the kth and lth current injections, Ok,l(i,j), by multiplying these two matrices. To

quantify the similarity of ordering between the ith and all other neurons, Sk,l(i), we averaged each column of Ok,l(i,j) over all other neu-

rons (rows) that were active in both current injection events:

Sk;lðiÞ= 1

Nactive

X

isj; j active

Ok;lði; jÞ

Sk,l(i) = 1 if neuron i showed similar ordering relative to all other neurons across the two current pulses k and l.

Sk,l(i) = �1 if the relative ordering was reversed.

Sk,l(i) = 0 if ordering was random on average.

Finally, we averaged over all pairs of current pulses to get the rank correlation for each neuron r(i). Notice that the rank correlation

could be calculated between a neuron and all other neurons or between a neuron and its nearest neighbors in time.

To calculate the latter, we first ordered the neurons according to the median (across all trials) delay to their first spike following

current injection. We used this order to calculate r(i) not over all neurons but over the nearest neighbors, Rnn(i). This gives a local

measure (in time) of the rank correlation along the sequence.

We compared results over 50 realizations in which we kept the same spike times but shuffled them between neurons. This shuffling

was always performed only on the population of active neurons within each current injection. For these calculations we used the 1st

and 7th pulse in each current injection sweep, but using all pulses gave similar results. Statistics are calculated over all PNs with a

minimum of 10 followers (n = 9, Figure S2 J-K).

Synaptic connectivity
Our assignment of excitatory monosynaptic connections was done as in previous studies (e.g., Song et al., 2005 and Lefort et al.,

2009). We used short positive current pulses to depolarize one patched neuron across firing threshold (putative pre) while monitoring

the membrane potential of other patched neurons (putative post). Membrane potentials of putative postsynaptic neurons were aver-

aged over a minimum of 10 (up to several hundred) repeated pulses, aligned to the pre- action potential time. After averaging, the

membrane potential of a putative postsynaptic neuron showed a depolarizing deflection with sharp onset (reflecting low delay jitter)

of characteristic asymmetric shape, following the causal action potential with 0.5-4ms delay. EPSPs amplitudes as small as 0.01mV

have been reported using this method (Song et al., 2005). Low jitter was confirmed by superimposing individual sweeps. Sometimes

an excitatory synaptic connection became apparent only after multiple successive stimuli, suggestive of short-term synaptic facil-

itation. Facilitating synapses were not very frequent in the dataset (n = 10, 8/10 were E to I). The EPSP amplitude histogram in Fig-

ure 3C includes only the synaptic amplitudes elicited by the first presynaptic spike within a train. EPSP amplitudes were measured at

a holding potential Vhold of�72 mV to�60 mV. We routinely tested for lateral inhibition (221 pairs tested, Vhold =�60 mV to�50 mV).

A polysynaptic inhibitory pair (E-I-other, where I or more interposed neurons such as E-I were not recorded) was identified if an

IPSP in ‘‘other’’ was locked to the action potential of E with a delay > 4ms. We recorded several times from an E neuron that elicited

a monosynaptic EPSP (< 3ms delay) in one interneuron and a reliable polysynaptic IPSPs (> 4ms delay) in a simultaneously recorded

other E neuron. The latest recorded onset of polysynaptic inhibition between PNswas 137ms.Median and 25th and 75th percentiles of

onset of indirect inhibition was 35ms [15, 55]. Polysynaptic connectivity was thus distinguished from direct connections by longer

delays, increased PSP-onset jitter, and increased event failure rate.
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Follower-spike realignment
To examine themaintenance of precision despite accumulating errors, we examined the dispersion in firing following the realignment

of spike sequences to different followers. We chose one follower (seed follower) and time shifted the trials so that the seed follower

always fired at t = 0. We then calculated the inter-quartile range (IQR) of the first-spike time (over all sweeps in two chosen pulses,

e.g., 1 and 7, of 8 pulses per sweep) for each follower that fired after the seed follower (median firing time across trials > 0) and

compared it to the IQR of the same follower before time shifting. We pooled data of the difference in IQR between the shifted and

non-shifted trials for all patched PNs with at least 5 followers that fired in more than half of all trials

Follower-AP phase relative to Vm fluctuation of depolarized PN
Phase histograms were constructed from spike-triggered averages of the instantaneous Vm phase. Vm phase was determined from

the Hilbert transform of the low-pass filtered Vm (80Hz) after de-trending. We used de-trending to remove very low frequency fluc-

tuations following current injection. This was done by subtracting a cubic smooth spline (csaps function in MATLAB) with a weight

defined by A = 10*exp(-t/a)+3 (a = 25ms) from the membrane potential. We analyzed Vm traces starting from a time point defined by

themaximal concavity of the low-passed Vm (40Hz). The 40Hz filtered was not used for the phase analysis but only to define the start-

ing point of the analysis (time from maximal concavity). Phase analysis was performed on the 80Hz-filtered signal only. This proced-

ure helped to avoid the sharp decline in Vm right after the current injection.

Spatial center of mass calculation
The pulse-averaged PSTHs and positions of all identified followers were used to calculate the spatial (x-y) center-of-mass of activity

over time for each pulse (Figure 5A-B).

Balanced activity
We compared the response strengths of followers over different time delay conditions (dt = 0ms and dt = ± 10ms). Responses with

dt = 0were compared to the arithmetic sumof responses evoked by each pyramidal neuron alone. Responseswith dt = 0were further

compared to those with dt = ± 10ms. Response strength per condition was quantified for each follower as its mean firing rate of the

pulse-aligned PSTH over 300ms, 400ms and 600ms. Follower AP probability was quantified as p of finding one follower spike within

200ms over pulses/trials. Of the seven paired PN recordings in Figure 6 (holding time > 30 min), three were used for detailed analysis

(n = 97 followers of 688 (275+276+137) sorted units). Note that the paired activation conditions (dt = 0 and dt = ± 10ms) often recruited

new followers, not present when activating each pyramidal neuron alone. Followers that responded only during time-shifted proto-

cols are not counted in our n = 285 follower count for the entire dataset. One pair had no detectable followers. In another pair, network

activity was too high to apply reliable follower extraction based on our simple metrics. In two further pairs followers adapted too

quickly to draw fair comparisons across successive dt protocols. Rate changes across 97 followers were not significantly different

from a distribution with zero median (p = 0.53, Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Spontaneous sequences
We occasionally observed sequential activity of recorded units in the absence of PN activation by current injection (Figure S2B), but

spontaneous events containing many sequentially activated neurons were rare. Pairwise correlations between recorded units were

observed consistently but cross-correlation functions had wide peaks. Although only about 1.2% of pairs (n = 932,682 from 29 re-

cordings) reached high correlation values r > 0.3, 13.0% of neurons had at least one such correlated partner.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The data and code supporting the current study have not been deposited in a public repository (because of their size), but are avail-

able from the corresponding author/Lead contact Gilles Laurent (gilles.laurent@brain.mpg.de) on request.
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